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Product Anion & Water Saving Health Shower Head 

Brand ‘Skin Apple’ Shower Head 

Country of 

Origin 
Made in Korea 

Product 

Spec. 

1.Material  

-PC (Polycarbonate)   

 

2. Possible water pressure & temperature 

-0.5 Kg ~ 5.0 Kg/Cm2  / 0~75oC 

 

3. Shower Plate structure 

 -Micro small hole (0.2mm) 

 -Plate material is stainless steel 

 

4. Shower plate spec. 

- Diameter : 9cm 

- Hole numbers : 357 EA 



 

 

5. Sediment Filter Life Time 

 - About 2 ~ 4 Months (life time depends on each circumstance) 

 

Product 

Features 

1. Anion Shower 

    -The micro holes make big quantity Negative Ion by Lenard Effect(Waterfall Effect) 

 : About 433,200/cc 



 

� Lenard Effect :  

The Lenard effect is a phenomenon where negatively charged electricity is generated 

when water droplets collide with each other or with a wetted solid in a place where 

water splashes such as a waterfall or fountain. 

2. Increase water pressure up to 2 times over 

=> So good for low water pressure country(area) 

3. Water saving function :  

water saving rate is average 60~70% according to water supplying conditions 

4. 3 Steps Filter processing  

1) Sediment Filter : Remove dust, soil and pipe rust etc. 

 

2) Calcium Sulfite ball in the filter : Anti-Chlorine (Chlorine free) 



 

3) Ceramic ball in the head : Anti-Bacteria 

 

 

[Filter Test Report] 

5. Hose connection screw of handle is 15 degree and Shower head is compatible for all 

Size shower hose. (international standard spec) 



 

6. Transparent shower handle can check filter status 

 

7. Good for Skin care, skin moisturizing, Hair loss prevention and Atopy etc. because of 

smooth water. 

What is  

Anion 

What's an anion ? 

Anion is the atomic element of air having a true electric charge to give a refresh in human mind & body 

in the forest, waterfall, hot spring etc. If an atom has no electron, it's a caution. If an atom has 

electron, it’ s an anion. If breathing these anions, the human has a high metabolism, a strong vital 

power, a purified blood, anion effect, a recover effect of fatigue, etc. Also, anions have the effect of 

improving an appetite. So, it's called as a vitamin of air. The distributed number of anions per 1cc air is 

800∼2,000 pcs in the comfortably natural condition such as the forest, the waterfall, the hot spring, the 

coastal area, etc.  

The function of anion  

If it contains abundantly over 1,000 anions per 1cc air, it will soften stress and anxiety which are 

essential elements of asthma and migraine to increase actively "a" wave of brain. Also, it's reported that 

anion is the best for asthma, migraine, bronchitis as well as betterment of individual mentality ( as 

relaxation of stress and achievement ability of mental exercise ) to control serotonin and free histamine 

of nerve hormone caused a respiratory disease as asthma. Moreover, it's reported that anions have a 

big influence of remedial value of patients and health according to the number of anions existing in the 



air.  

 

a) Purification of the blood  

 

The anion purifies blood to alkalify and increase the ratio of ionization of calcium, kalium, and natrium 

of minerals in the blood.  

b) Activation of the cell  

 

If the blood has much anions, it eliminates waste matters from the system as if has a high metabolism 

to accelerate the electric material in the cell wall. 

c) The increasing power of resistance 

 

If the anion treatment can be tried, the remedial value will be quickly come. As the power of resistance 

can be increased against the infected symptoms to increase the number of γ - globulin as the immune 

elements including the blood serum. 

 

d) Control of the autonomic nervous system 

 

The number of anions controls the autonomic nervous system to put the human body a good use to 

react against the feeling and thought as the internal organs and blood vessel. As this, anions play an 

important role to vitalize and strengthen the weak functions as it gives vitality to all organs of human 

body such as nervous system, blood, cell, lymph, etc. 

Product  

Warranty 

- Two Years, default 1 pcs sediment filter  

- The sediment filter life : about 3 months (According to local tap water quality) 

 

 

Product  

Photo 

Parts Status Option : Sediment Filter (4 pcs/box) 



 

 

  

 

 

Manufacture : Medilogix Co,. (KOREA) 

Company : Haosheng Co,. Ltd. (TAIWAN) 

Contact Person : Mr. CHIU (General Manager) 

Tel : +886927936277 

E-Mail  : hodson@mail.tbcnet.net 

Skype : hodson00 

http://www.taiwantrade.com.tw/hodson00 

 

http://hodson00.web66.com.tw 

 

 


